Background {#Sec1}
==========

Rice (*Oryza sativa* L.) is the first global staple food and a genetically well-studied model crop for cereals \[[@CR1], [@CR2]\]. Grain weight (GW), tiller number (TN) and plant height (PH) are the major contributors to yield (YLD) in rice \[[@CR1], [@CR3], [@CR4]\]. Heading date (HD) is also tightly associated with YLD and adaptation to different environments \[[@CR3], [@CR5]--[@CR7]\]. Therefore, these traits are continuously targeted in breeding programs for producing new high-yielding varieties \[[@CR8]\]. Since these traits are governed by several genes named as quantitative trait loci (QTLs) \[[@CR2], [@CR9]\], dealing with them is a challenge. QTL mapping provides accurate deciphering of genomic regions regulating these complex traits \[[@CR10]\] and it has accelerated the success of breeders for improving quantitative traits by marker-assisted selection (MAS) \[[@CR11]\]. However, the main problem faced by researchers in using QTL results are their dependency upon the population genetic backgrounds and the phenotyping environment that limit their applications in a wider range of populations or environments \[[@CR10], [@CR12]\].

Meta-analysis of QTLs unravels consensus and stable QTLs by merging different QTLs from independent experiments regardless of their genetic backgrounds, population types, evaluated locations and years \[[@CR12]--[@CR14]\]. Therefore, the Meta-QTL, with the abbreviation of "MQTL" in the rest of the manuscript, results are highly reliable and they can be widely used in breeding programs. Moreover, MQTL analysis consistently refines the position of QTLs and narrows down the confidence intervals (CI) that leads to accuracy of MAS \[[@CR15], [@CR16]\]. This conceptual approach has been used to detect MQTLs for various traits in barley \[[@CR16], [@CR17]\], wheat \[[@CR11], [@CR18]--[@CR20]\], soybean \[[@CR21], [@CR22]\] and maize \[[@CR15], [@CR23]--[@CR27]\]. In rice, there are two MQTL studies on YLD, PH and TN traits. Of these, one was conducted on 11 QTL studies published from 1998 to 2008 \[[@CR28]\], whereas another was performed on 35 QTL studies covering the period of 1995 to 2006 \[[@CR29]\]. Moreover, Daware et al. (2017) reported seven MQTLs related to GW from 7 QTL studies published only since 2008 to 2015 on *indica* and aromatic rice accessions \[[@CR10]\].

We conducted a large and comprehensive meta-analysis on QTLs of YLD, TN, GW, PH and HD traits that are reported from 101 studies published from 1996 to 2018 in 122 bi-parental populations evaluated under unstressed conditions. It is the most comprehensive MQTL study for aforementioned traits in cereals and the first MQTL study on HD in rice. Beside MQTL study, each of the detected MQTLs was investigated to identify candidate genes (CGs) related to the evaluated traits. In addition, due to high synteny among rice, barley and maize \[[@CR30], [@CR31]\], we expanded our analysis to detect ortho-MQTLs in among these cereals. The uncovered novel MQTLs, ortho-MQTLs and candidate genes will aid genetic dissection of yield-related traits to improve yield in cereals.

Results {#Sec2}
=======

Main features of yield-related QTL studies in rice {#Sec3}
--------------------------------------------------

A total of 1052 QTLs controlling YLD, GW, HD, PH and TN in rice under unstressed conditions were retrieved from 122 populations reported in 101 studies since 1996 (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). The number of QTLs for each trait and their distribution on 12 chromosomes of rice are presented in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}a and b. The QTLs scattered unevenly on different chromosomes; while chromosome 3 harbored the largest number of QTLs with 180 QTLs, followed by chromosome 1 (153 QTLs) and 7 (111 QTLs), chromosome 9 had the lowest number of QTLs with 36 QTLs. Table 1Summary of QTL studies used in the QTL meta-analysis for YLD, GW, HD, PH, and TN traits in rice under unstressed condition.Ref No.Number of QTL Population(s)Parents of PopulationPopulation TypePopulation SizeNo. of markersMap density (cM)Trait(s)Reference12Tesanai 2 × CBF21714414.12GW\[[@CR32]\]Waiyin 2 × CBF21715013.48GW21Zhai-Ye-Qing 8 × Jing-Xi 17DH13210613.37HD, PH, GW\[[@CR33]\]31Palawan × IR42F22313920.28PH, GW, TN\[[@CR34]\]41Nipponbare × KasalathF21863431.11HD\[[@CR35]\]51Zhenshan 97 × Minghui 63F225011671.11YLD, GW, TN\[[@CR36]\]61Tesanai 2 × CBF21716215.40PH, GW\[[@CR37]\]71Nipponbare × KasalathBC986761.04HD\[[@CR38]\]81IRGC 105491 × V20ABC30010110.93YLD, GW, PH, HD\[[@CR39]\]91Nipponbare × KasalathBC1005040.63HD\[[@CR40]\]101Nipponbare × KasalathF22963730.64HD\[[@CR41]\]111Zhenshan 97 × Minghui 63F22509712.68YLD, GW, TN\[[@CR42]\]121Miara × C6DH1513416.47PH, HD, TN\[[@CR43]\]131ZYQ8 × JX17DH1271518.33GW, HD, PH\[[@CR44]\]141ZYQ8 × JX17RIL107489.91HD, PH\[[@CR45]\]151Akihikari × KoshihikariDH2124950.58HD\[[@CR46]\]161Nipponbare × KasalathBC9832660.46YLD, PH, HD\[[@CR47]\]171Koshihikari × KasalathBC1873911.85HD\[[@CR48]\]181Nipponbare × KasalathBC962780.59HD\[[@CR49]\]191RS-16 × BG90-2BC961229.70YLD, HD, PH, GW, TN\[[@CR50]\]201Reiho × Yamada-nishikiDH913920.29GW\[[@CR51]\]211Zhenshan 97 × Minghui 63RIL2401469.82YLD, GW, TN\[[@CR52]\]221Zhenshan 97 × Minghui 63RIL24016610.98YLD, GW, TN\[[@CR53]\]231Zenshan 97B × Milyang 46RIL2091247.72YLD, GW\[[@CR54]\]241IR64 × AzuencaDH1254212.86PH, GW\[[@CR55]\]251Johnson × Dora Lake CrossF21722863.63PH, HD, TN\[[@CR56]\]261IR64 × IRGC 105491BC40012312.78YLD, GW, PH, HD\[[@CR57]\]272Jefferson × IRGC 105491BC25815310.13YLD, GW, HD\[[@CR58]\]Jefferson × IRGC 105491BC35315310.13GW, HD281IAC165 × Co39RIL1258710.56PH, TN\[[@CR59]\]291Lemont × TeqingRIL2547310.87HD, PH\[[@CR60]\]301IR64 × AzuencaDH1254212.86YLD, GW, HD\[[@CR61]\]311CT9993-5-10-1-M × IR62266-42-6-2DH2203995.49YLD, HD, PH\[[@CR62]\]321Zhenshan 97 × Minghui 63RIL2402049.10YLD, GW, TN\[[@CR63]\]331Milyang23 × AkihikariRIL1911826.56TN\[[@CR64]\]341Zhenshan 97 × Minghui 63RIL2402147.82PH\[[@CR65]\]351CT9993-5-10-1-M × IR62266-42-6-2DH2201824.19YLD, HD, PH\[[@CR66]\]361IR36 × Nekken 2BC1431282.21GW\[[@CR67]\]371Zhenshan 97 × Minghui 63RIL2411019.13YLD, GW, TN\[[@CR68]\]381ZenShan 97B × IRAT109RIL1873392.99YLD, GW\[[@CR69]\]393Lemont × TeqingRIL25415610.70HD, PH\[[@CR70]\]Lemont × TeqingBC17215610.70HD, PHLemont × TeqingBC17715610.70HD, PH401IR58025A × IC22015BC2515416.44YLD, PH, GW, TN\[[@CR71]\]411Nipponbare × KasalathBC9832150.26HD\[[@CR72]\]421B5 × Minghui 63RIL18754410.29YLD, GW, HD, PH\[[@CR73]\]431Moritawase × KoshihikariRIL922211.47HD\[[@CR74]\]441IR58821 × IR 52561RIL1482315.43YLD, GW, PH, HD\[[@CR75]\]451Zenshan 97 × HR5RIL190540.44PH, HD\[[@CR76]\]461Guichao 2 × DXCWRBC1595211.57YLD, GW\[[@CR77]\]471CL16 × IRGC 80470F2304341.72PH, TN\[[@CR78]\]481Lemont × TeqingRIL2581489.43YLD, GW, PH, HD\[[@CR79]\]491H143 × DongjinbyeoF210091011.16HD\[[@CR80]\]506Nona Bokra × KoshihikariF21476510.62HD\[[@CR81]\]Nona Bokra × KoshihikariBC9012160.72HDNona Bokra × KoshihikariBC10012160.72HDNona Bokra × KoshihikariBC9112160.72HDNona Bokra × KoshihikariBC10012160.72HDNona Bokra × KoshihikariBC8312160.72HD511Wuyunjing 8 × Nongken 57DH128204.42PH\[[@CR82]\]521Vandana × Way RaremF243611212.37YLD, PH, HD\[[@CR83]\]531Milyang23 × GihobyeoRIL1645051.58YLD, GW, HD\[[@CR84]\]541IR71033-121-15 × JunambyeoF21467312.37GW, HD, TN\[[@CR85]\]552Hayamasari × KasalathF21983431.11HD\[[@CR86]\]Hoshinoyume × KasalathF21972640.98HD561CT9993-5-10-1-M × IR62266-42-6-2DH2202074.96YLD, HD, PH\[[@CR87]\]572Nipponbare × KoshihikariBC79218.50HD\[[@CR88]\]Nipponbare × KoshihikariBC1272110.09HD581Suweon365 × ChucheongbyeoRIL2313472.50YLD, HD\[[@CR89]\]591Chunjiang × TN1DH120999.75HD\[[@CR90]\]601Norungan × IR64RIL931267.61YLD, GW, PH, TN\[[@CR91]\]611IR20 × NootripathuRIL2502414.90PH, TN\[[@CR92]\]621Nipponbare × W630F21417210.72HD\[[@CR93]\]632Nipponbare × IR1545-339F230119370.72HD\[[@CR94]\]TK8 × IR1545-339F230419370.72HD642Minghui 63 × TeqingRIL1901850.63HD\[[@CR95]\]Zenshan 97 × TeqingRIL1901850.63HD651CT9993-5-10-1-M × IR62266-42-6-2DH1353995.49YLD, HD, GW, PH, TN\[[@CR5]\]661Nanyangzhan × Chuan 7RIL1851419.92PH, HD, GW\[[@CR96]\]6719311 × NipponbareRIL150SNPSNPGW, HD, PH, TN\[[@CR97]\]681Minghui 63 × Zenshan 97RIL241SNPSNPGW\[[@CR98]\]691Zenshan 97 × 9311BC24420300.74GW, PH\[[@CR99]\]703XieqingzaoB × Zhonghui9308BC17620300.74YLD, PH, GW\[[@CR100]\]XieqingzaoB × Zhonghui9308RIL22620300.74GW, HD, TNXieqingzaoB × Zhonghui9308BC18520300.74YLD, HD, GW711Pusa1266 × JayaRIL31012121.95YLD, GW, PH, HD\[[@CR3]\]721Teqing × BinamBC777182.49YLD, GW, PH\[[@CR101]\]732SLG × Zenshan 97RIL102832.45GW\[[@CR102]\]M53 × SLGF2957832.45GW742Tarom Molaei × TeqingBC857182.49YLD, GW\[[@CR103]\]Tarom Molaei × IR64BC727182.49YLD, GW751Guanghui 116 × LaGrueRIL3075818.36YLD, GW, TN\[[@CR104]\]761Xieqingzao B × R9308RIL215458.72PH\[[@CR105]\]771R1128 × NipponbareF2781SNPSNPPH\[[@CR106]\]781Xiaobaijingzi × Kongyu 131RIL2207312.89YLD, PH\[[@CR107]\]791Kaybonnetlpa1-1 × Zhe733RIL2555213.27PH, HD\[[@CR108]\]801IR55419-04/2 × TDK1BC3654180.68YLD, HD, PH\[[@CR109]\]811Big Grain1 × XiaolijingRIL269959.76HD, GW\[[@CR110]\]822Bengal × PSR-1RIL19820300.74PH, GW\[[@CR111]\]Cypress × PSR-1RIL17420300.74PH831M201 × JY293RIL234328.73GW\[[@CR112]\]841Xian80 × SuyunuoF217520300.74PH, HD\[[@CR113]\]8519311 × Peiai 64RIL132SNPSNPYLD\[[@CR114]\]861Gang46B × K1075RIL182115.71GW\[[@CR115]\]871YTH288 × IR66215-44-2-3F21672350.67HD\[[@CR116]\]881IR36 × PokkaliF211367.5GW\[[@CR117]\]8919311 × W2014RIL131SNPSNPPH, GW, YLD\[[@CR118]\]901TS × H193RIL191SNPSNPGW, HD\[[@CR119]\]911Swarna × IRGC81848BC946218.19YLD, PH, HD, TN\[[@CR4]\]921Nanyangzhan × Zenshan 97BRIL1904432.42GW\[[@CR120]\]931Yuexiangzhan × ShengbasimiaoRIL1863940.72YLD\[[@CR121]\]941Nipponbare × KasalathF21393430.73HD\[[@CR122]\]951Francis × R998RIL213SNPSNPGW, YLD\[[@CR123]\]961Cocodrie × VandanaF21871367.75YLD\[[@CR124]\]971Cocodrie × N-22RIL181SNPSNPTN\[[@CR125]\]981PR114 × IRGC104433BC185SNPSNPGW\[[@CR126]\]992CSSL39 × 9311F210241850.63HD\[[@CR127]\]CSSL39 × 9311F28461850.63HD1002Bengal × PSR-1RIL19820300.74HD\[[@CR128]\]Cypress × PSR-1RIL17420300.74HD1012D123 × Shennong265BC1784012.24GW, PH, HD\[[@CR129]\]D123 × Shennong265BC3142919.04YLD, GW, PH, TN*BC* Backcross, *DH* Double Haploids, *RIL* Recombinant Inbred Lines, *YLD* Yield, *GW* Grain Weight, *PH* Plant Height, *HD* Heading Date, *TN* Tiller Number Fig. 1.**a** Number of initial QTLs and MQTLs for YLD, HD, PH, GW and TN traits under normal condition (**b**) the distribution of QTLs and MQTLs on the twelve chromosomes in rice.

The number of QTLs was varied in different evaluated quantitative traits. Among the studied traits, GW and HD had the highest number of QTLs with 339 and 267 QTLs, respectively, followed by PH, YLD and TN with 204, 165 and 77 QTLs, respectively (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}b). The QTLs for GW were mainly located on chromosome 3, 5 and 1 with 60, 48 and 48 QTLs, respectively, and the majority of QTLs for HD were placed on chromosomes 3 (56), 7 (44) and 6 (43). Consistently with previous reports \[[@CR28], [@CR130]\], chromosome 1 had the highest number of QTLs for YLD. Chromosome 1 also harbored the highest number of QTLs for PH and TN traits (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}b).

Detected MQTLs for yield-related traits {#Sec4}
---------------------------------------

A total of 960 QTLs out of the 1052 QTLs (91%) from 122 populations were successfully projected on the reference map (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}). The MQTL analysis confined these QTLs into 114 MQTLs (11.87 %) with QTLs originated from at least two studies for all the aforementioned traits (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}; Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}, [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} and S1). Of these MQTLs, 58 MQTLs (50.8 %) were obtained from at least three independent studies (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}; Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). Table 2The number of initial QTLs on the 12 chromosomes of rice for YLD, GW, HD, PH, and TN traits under unstressed condition used for MQTL analysis after integrating into the reference map.ChromosomeYLDGWHDPHTNTotal12648184413149217381815593320595428816941222112036859421212883612264091097716124320101018151524173749716542341031310623411812653341231027224Total14831324318769960*YLD* Yield, *GW* Grain Weight, *PH* Plant Height, *HD* Heading Date, *TN* Tiller Number Table 3Summary of the detected MQTLs for YLD, GW, HD, PH, and TN traits in rice under unstressed conditionTraitChr.MQTLFlanking markersPosition on the consensus reference map (cM)Confidence interval (cM)Genomic position on the rice genome (Mb)Number of initial QTLsNumber of studiesNumber of PopulationsNumber of genes laying at the MQTL intervalReferences^a^GW1MQTL-GW1RM3233-C52458s32.273.735.05-6.587551751MQTL-GW2RM3366-RM1349103.772.6724.26-25.075341081MQTL-GW3RM1095-RM5914129.952.0130.92-31.50222771MQTL-GW4RM3447-RM6618144.293.0735.25-37.017442211MQTL-GW5RM8049-RM6831178.533.3542.07-43.172221652MQTL-GW6RM452-G243A49.855.979.56-11.7510671652MQTL-GW7RM7245-RM221110.976.4226.44-27.602221472MQTL-GW8R2216-RM5993124.582.7928.41-29.704331712MQTL-GW9RM8030-RM5958140.251.0632.48-32.83222483MQTL-GW10R134-RM451246.95.219.49-11.303332713MQTL-GW11RM6931-C11260S70.662.0714.98-15.47744373MQTL-GW12S1466-RM642592.123.1222.98-23.8232259\[[@CR10]\]3MQTL-GW13R2462-R63525136.10.830.10-30.38222374MQTL-GW14RM5687-RM631434.7715.515.74-18.443221364MQTL-GW15R278-RM284874.440.423.43-24.49544158\[[@CR10]\]4MQTL-GW16R2737-RM550397.984.4129.15-30.1710441395MQTL-GW17S2309-S213611.473.270.94-1.29222475MQTL-GW18RM7349-RM332230.982.013.24-4.265331065MQTL-GW19S21985S-E2801S60.926.3214.54-16.953221815MQTL-GW20RM6282-E10316S80.45.4820.24-21.136331035MQTL-GW21RG470-RM3620102.113.5923.48-25.202222046MQTL-GW22R10069S-RM333059.062.8110.46-11.06655477MQTL-GW23RM5100+RM575210.752.192.21-2.56222237MQTL-GW24R646-RM104864.8611.3516.96-20.166552618MQTL-GW25S12665S-C1251S58.895.85.80-8.153221398MQTL-GW26S3680-RM826480.096.7818.25-19.833331289MQTL-GW27C1454-C39778.87.339.63-12.283331699MQTL-GW28S4677S-RM703992.531.9613.62-14.6843310710MQTL-GW29RM6144-RM322940.146.115.60-16.6943310110MQTL-GW30RM7300-RM14761.672.2319.93-20.9442214011MQTL-GW31RM1812-RM112422.717.292.40-3.8532215511MQTL-GW32S20163S-RM370138.6611.355.37-8.1022224411MQTL-GW33R10329S-RM474669.140.8616.04-16.575222912MQTL-GW34RM3326-C11001SA77.566.9221.74-22.4543335HD1MQTL-HD1C12072S-C5245831.94.15.51-6.582221282MQTL-HD2E50474S-RM350532.826.815.64-7.543222122MQTL-HD3C1236-R418117.418.3527.36-28.942221802MQTL-HD4R685-RG256134.611.231.26-33.934443633MQTL-HD5C51477S-RM60135.781.851.03-1.6611811793MQTL-HD6C68-RM649644.52.189.31-10.148551303MQTL-HD7RM5626-RM7097104.6810.8724.86-26.873221963MQTL-HD8R2404-RM3867142.690.5931.38-31.7413811614MQTL-HD9R2811-RM483512.698.622.08-6.983332254MQTL-HD10RM6314-S1064442.8110.7618.44-19.04222525MQTL-HD11S2467-RM396969.487.8117.14-18.933221695MQTL-HD12E60663S-R171499.4326.8421.14-27.802228746MQTL-HD13C425A-RM52188.382.61.64-2.363331126MQTL-HD14RM6836-RM823854.490.149.30-9.45433137MQTL-HD15RM214-RM718350.660.312.78-14.95555977MQTL-HD16RM432-RM708765.580.318.95-19.35444297MQTL-HD17C50171S-RM47888.854.4824.62-25.942221587MQTL-HD18S11279-C924116.890.0529.01-29.21645318MQTL-HD19E60560S-RZ56251.311.954.17-5.425441128MQTL-HD20RM3181-RM702765.879.827.55-15.842224398MQTL-HD21RM8264-RM466884.771.1819.83-20.534445910MQTL-HD22RM496-RM59068.87222.43-23.045448211MQTL-HD23S20162S-RM689436.243.595.37-5.9144460PH1MQTL-PH1RM5359-RM663041.156.657.17-8.365331521MQTL-PH2C1905-E3004S72.045.8612.64-15.162221841MQTL-PH3R2374-RM3475107.612.8425.06-26.04222991MQTL-PH4RM5461-V176115.31.426.90-27.11322251MQTL-PH5C1459-RM3411129.192.1230.53-31.315551171MQTL-PH6RM8278-RM6618146.150.0736.62-37.01433361MQTL-PH7RM3442-RM8235150.93.238.20-38.43222401MQTL-PH8RM8049-E60152S176.166.2842.07-42.6822295\[[@CR29]\]2MQTL-PH9RM6853-RM45244.245.598.95-9.56222392MQTL-PH10S13984-RM599107.095.3225.62-27.103331863MQTL-PH11RM6013-R22479.163.621.66-2.482221253MQTL-PH12RM7249-RM608061.252.7712.90-13.93444823MQTL-PH13C831-S851147.690.6532.92-33.03877254MQTL-PH14S10983-RM631436.411.1816.77-18.44422824MQTL-PH15C2043-RM383967.3311.1420.56-23.90222428\[[@CR29]\]4MQTL-PH16G379B-RZ879B108.464.2930.63-33.122223595MQTL-PH17R1436-RZ64972.974.7118.25-19.54333127\[[@CR29]\]5MQTL-PH18RM3476-R3802S101.72.4823.84-24.603221076MQTL-PH19RM5371-RM678298.230.6425.82-26.04544267MQTL-PH20RM214-RM718350.650.312.78-14.95322977MQTL-PH21RM1135-RM540560.214.0516.93-18.582221207MQTL-PH22RM3555-RM5720107.111.8927.89-28.663331238MQTL-PH23E20920S-C110760.65.566.03-8.687561648MQTL-PH24RM7356-RM21092.211.721.28-22.47222101\[[@CR29]\]9MQTL-PH25RM1189-RM7048103.293.1616.27-16.934338010MQTL-PH26RM3311-RM820122.396.6410.62-13.76222204\[[@CR29]\]10MQTL-PH27RM5304-S1101445.458.0616.34-17.9833316412MQTL-PH28C11001SA-R10289S82.77.622.45-23.0622260YLD1MQTL-YLD1RG246-T9621.318.243.50-4.44222122\[[@CR28]\]1MQTL-YLD2C1905-C4571.675.4312.64-14.79333154\[[@CR28]\]1MQTL-YLD3RM5919-RM3475106.726.7224.73-26.04333146\[[@CR28]\]1MQTL-YLD4RM7414-RM3336120.295.5227.17-28.612221921MQTL-YLD5RM8061-RM6950139.010.0334.12-34.50655442MQTL-YLD6RM7413-RM825469.2911.4118.45-19.74222132\[[@CR28], [@CR29]\]2MQTL-YLD7RM6933-RM3857128.898.9429.30-31.84533264\[[@CR29]\]3MQTL-YLD8S13802-C2184A44.793.929.24-10.392221833MQTL-YLD9C1186-G14468.712.314.55-15.3322271\[[@CR28]\]3MQTL-YLD10RM5864-RZ40390.64322.39-23.0833349\[[@CR28], [@CR29]\]3MQTL-YLD11S10209-S11669127.523.4827.82-29.553332054MQTL-YLD12E30341S-RM47132.968.1216.28-18.822221524MQTL-YLD13RM3337-RM383969.027.9321.73-23.90222310\[[@CR29]\]6MQTL-YLD14E4392S-RM439109.264.7827.37-29.62333275\[[@CR29]\]7MQTL-YLD15RM432-RM296666.594.8918.95-19.7333365\[[@CR28]\]8MQTL-YLD16E31128S-E2623S70.145.5711.58-17.513332588MQTL-YLD17G1073A-RG189.534.7120.66-21.64222939MQTL-YLD18C397-S182485.914.1412.28-13.6322298\[[@CR29]\]11MQTL-YLD19S10207-R12059.938.039.06-14.95333247\[[@CR28], [@CR29]\]TN1MQTL-TN1RM522-C5245831.766.525.24-6.583221581MQTL-TN2RM3614-S10712127.122.4629.82-31.363332472MQTL-TN3C41-RM661798.741.1724.52-24.76444283MQTL-TN4RM1022-C6839.955.937.23-9.315552573MQTL-TN5C60318S- RM642587.2612.6916.78-23.82222475\[[@CR29]\]4MQTL-TN6S733-R73890.925.9527.86-28.902221196MQTL-TN7RM253-RG21327.322.975.42-6.282221007MQTL-TN8RM432-RM296666.384.4418.95-19.73322658MQTL-TN9RM5767-RM157884.1810.4418.81-20.973331829MQTL-TN10RM6543-C11503S115.4111.2917.75-19.88222317*YLD* Yield, *GW* Grain Weight, *PH* Plant Height, *HD* Heading Date, *TN* Tiller Number, *Chr* chromosome^a^The rice MQTLs with reference indicates that this MQTL was also reported in the previous studies Fig. 2Heatmap of MQTLs for YLD, GW, PH, HD, and TN. The position of MQTLs on the rice genome are presented in Mb. The gene density is indicated on the right chromosome. The proved genes located at each MQTL interval are presented on the chromosome. The red and green head arrows indicate the selective sweep regions and the functional variants on coding regions, respectively. For additional information on the position of initial QTLs present in a MQTL see additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}.

The number of MQTLs for each trait was distributed unevenly among rice chromosomes. In this analysis 34, 23, 28, 19 and 10 MQTLs were detected for GW, HD, PH, YLD and TN traits, respectively. The distribution of MQTLs for each trait on each chromosome is presented in table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} and Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}. The most of the MQTLs associated with GW were located on chromosomes 1 and 5, whereas MQTLs of HD were mainly located on chromosomes 3 and 7 (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}). Overall, we could detect at least one MQTL for GW on all of the chromosomes (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}). Apparently, chromosome 1 was predominantly involved in controlling PH, YLD and TN traits. The lowest MQTLs for GW, HD, PH, YLD and TN were mainly located on chromosomes 5, 9, 10, 11 and 12. In general, there was a positive correlation between QTLs density and the number of MQTLs on chromosomes for all studied traits (r=0.90, Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} and [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}, Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}b). Moreover, the traits with the higher number of QTLs had the higher number of MQTLs (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}a).

A MQTL with the higher number of initial QTLs is a more stable MQTL independent from genetic background and environment. MQTL-HD8 with 13 initial QTLs had the highest number of QTLs derived from 11 different populations followed by MQTL-HD5, MQTL-GW6 and MQTL-GW16 with 11, 10 and 10 initial QTLs derived from 11, 7 and 4 different populations, respectively (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}). These MQTLs appeared as the most robust, viable and stable QTLs in different locations and years. Furthermore, we identified 22 overlapping MQTLs or clusters of MQTLs which controlled at least two traits (Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). Interestingly, two clusters of MQTLs located on chromosomes 7 and 8 includes all studied traits (Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). The overlapping MQTLs are likely to contain CGs with broad pleiotropic effects.

The distribution pattern of MQTLs on the rice genome was investigated and compared with genomic events including selective sweep regions and gene density. The number of MQTLs per chromosome varied from 2 (chromosome 12) to 21 (chromosome 1) with an average of 9.5 MQTLs per chromosome (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}; Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} and additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). The overview on the distribution of gene density on the rice genome revealed that sub-telomeric regions harbor most of the genes (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Similarly, the distribution of QTLs and MQTLs displayed comparable pattern to the gene density over the rice genome (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). We detected the lowest number QTLs at the centromeric intervals for all studied traits (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Fig. 3Distribution pattern of the gene density and the number of QTLs and MQTLs on the rice genome. The outermost circle represents the chromosomes position on the rice genome in Mb. The black head arrow indicates the centromeric position of the chromosome. The second circle with red color outlines the gene density on the rice genome. The third and fourth inner circles with green and blue colors display the number of QTLs and MQTLs, respectively.

A total of 23 and 12 MQTLs were co-located on the selective sweep regions and the regions containing known functional variants on the rice genome, respectively \[[@CR131]\]. These regions can be further investigated among the rice genetic resources for improving yield in breeding programs (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}, Additional file [3](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"}).

Detected candidate genes for yield-related traits {#Sec5}
-------------------------------------------------

An advantage of MQTL analysis is to confine the CI that it consequently results in increasing the precision of CGs prediction. The MQTL analysis reduced the average CI up to 3.5 folds with an average of 4.85 cM in MQTLs in compared to the mean CI of the original QTLs. Among the detected MQTLs, the CI in 13 MQTLs (MQTL-GW13, GW15, GW33, HD8, HD14, HD15, HD16, HD18, PH6, PH13, PH19, PH20 and YLD5) was reduced to \< 1 cM (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}). For instance the CI was reduced to 0.63, 0.35, 0.15 and 0.71 Mb in compare to their initial QTLs interval of 4.77, 3.03, 2.31 and 3.96 Mb in MQTL-HD5, HD8, HD14 and YLD15, respectively. Consequently, the number of genes in their interval was limited to 79, 61, 13 and 65 genes, in compare to initial 737, 456, 156 and 309 genes in the original QTLs interval, respectively. The confined interval in MQTL-HD5, HD8, HD14 and YLD15 contain *DTH3*, *Hd6*, *Hd1* and *OsSPL13* well-known genes, respectively, controlling aforementioned traits (Additional file [2](#MOESM2){ref-type="media"}). All the annotated genes located at each MQTL interval and the potential candidate genes based on their function are reported in additional file [2](#MOESM2){ref-type="media"}. Among the annotated genes in each MQTL interval, the following well-known proved genes controlling HD (*Hd1*, *Hd5*, *Hd6*, *Hd17*, *HBF1¸ HAPL1, DTH3, HDR1, OsMADS3, OsMDAS6, OsMADS18* and *OsMADS22*), GW (*d2*, *Gn1a*, *d11*, *GS2*, *RSR1*, *GS5*, *OsSPL13* and *SRS5*), PH (*d10*, *sd1*, *d11, OsRH2, OsDSS1, OsSIN* and *BRD2*), YLD (*GIF2*, *OsLSK1*, *APO1*, *d11* and *DEP3*) and TN (*OsIAA6, d10* and *PAY1*) were identified. The putative novel CGs for each trait were reported in Additional file [2](#MOESM2){ref-type="media"} and discussed in more details here.

MQTLs and CGs for Grain Weight {#Sec6}
------------------------------

GW is one of the fundamental yield components with a notable capability for boosting YLD in rice. GW QTLs are consistently introduced as a highly substantial objective for breeding programs \[[@CR132]\]. In our study, a high number of GW QTLs (339) were analyzed (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}); that resulted in detection of 34 MQTLs. The identified MQTLs were distributed on all the rice chromosomes including five MQTLs on chromosomes 1 and 5, four MQTLs on chromosomes 2 and 3, three MQTLs on chromosomes 4 and 11, two MQTLs on chromosomes 7, 8, 9 and 10 and one MQTLs on chromosomes 6 and 12 (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}). The MQTL-GW16 and MQTL-GW6 are considered as the most stable QTLs with 10 QTLs (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}). The following remarkable cloned genes that effectively control GW such as *d2*, *Gn1a, GS2, d11, RSR1, GS5, OsSPL13* and *SRS5* \[[@CR1], [@CR132]--[@CR135]\] were located at MQTL-GW1, GW8, GW15, GW17, GW18, GW24 and GW32 intervals, respectively in which MQTL-GW5, GW18 and GW24 were co-located with selective sweep regions (Additional file [2](#MOESM2){ref-type="media"} and additional file [3](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"}).

Beside known genes, we identified novel CGs based on their annotated function that are presented in Additional file [2](#MOESM2){ref-type="media"} and potentially can be a regulator of GW. In MQTL-GW6 on chromosome 2, the *Os02g0283800* annotated as *OsBAK1-5* or *OsSERK2* regulates grain size and number \[[@CR136]\]. The *OsALMT7* gene located at MQTL-GW7 interval was shown to affect grain size \[[@CR137]\]. In MQTL-GW10 interval on chromosome 3, *OsEZ1* and *NRL2* genes contribute to the grain size and YLD in rice \[[@CR138], [@CR139]\]. Furthermore, MQTL-GW20 with six GW QTLs (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}) from three populations, contains the *Os05g0414700* gene encoding a BRASSINOSTEROID INSENSITIVE 1-associated receptor kinase 1 that might be a new CG for regulating GW. We also detected new gene which encodes brassinosteroid receptor kinase gene at MQTL-GW28 intervals that was recently shown to collocated at selective sweep regions and have high impact on development and therefore could be good candidates for further functional investigation.

MQTLs and CGs for Heading Date {#Sec7}
------------------------------

HD controlled by polygenes that substantially encompasses the seed production and YLD \[[@CR7]\]. In this analysis, we could detect 23 MQTLs related to HD including four MQTLs on chromosomes 3 and 7, three MQTLs on chromosomes 2 and 8, two MQTLs on chromosomes 4, 5 and 6 and one MQTL on chromosomes 1, 10 and 11. Among them, MQTL-HD8 had the largest number of initial QTLs with 13 QTLs (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}). The cloned genes such as *OsMADS3*, *OsMADS6, HDR1*/*OsMADS22, DTH3*, *Hd6*, *HAPL1/HBF1*, *Hd17, Hd1*, *OsMADS18* and *Hd5* \[[@CR6], [@CR7], [@CR140]--[@CR144]\] controlling this trait were located on MQTL-HD1, HD3, HD4, HD5, HD8, HD12, HD13, HD14, HD17 and HD19 on chromosomes 1, 2, 3, 6, 7 and 8 (Additional file [2](#MOESM2){ref-type="media"}).

In addition to these genes, there were other promising CGs based on their confirmed function related to HD or floral formation that are highlighted in Additional file [2](#MOESM2){ref-type="media"}. We detected potential HD CGs at MQTL-HD12 interval including circadian clock genes. Among the genes in MQTLHD-9 region, the *ETR2* gene is reported to affect flowering time \[[@CR145]\]. In MQTL-HD18, the *OsbZIP62* is shown to interact with Hd3a protein and affect flower in rice \[[@CR143]\]. The *SDG701* gene at the same MQTL is also related to circadian elements \[[@CR146]\]. The B-box (BBX) proteins in three MQTLs are key factors in photoperiodic mechanism \[[@CR147]\]. Moreover, basic region/leucine zipper motif (bZIP), GF14 proteins, MADS-box, *FT-like* genes and F-box proteins are considered as a decisive and pervasive regulator in flowering pathways in rice that are present in some of detected MQTLs \[[@CR6], [@CR143], [@CR148], [@CR149]\].

MQTLs and CGs for Plant height {#Sec8}
------------------------------

PH is one of the leading attributes to Green Revolution introduced by semi-dwarf phenotype and using large amount of nitrogen fertilizer \[[@CR1]\]. For PH trait, 28 MQTLs were identified on the all rice chromosomes except chromosome 11 comprising the highest number of MQTLs on chromosome 1 (8), three MQTLs on chromosomes 3, 4 and 7, two MQTLs on chromosomes 2, 5, 8 and 10 and one MQTL on chromosomes 6, 9 and 12 (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}). The MQTLPH-13 and MQTL-PH23 were the most stable ones that had the largest number of initial QTLs with 8 and 7 QTLs for PH, respectively. The proved cloned genes controlling PH were identified on the following MQTLs: *OsRH2* on MQTL-PH3 \[[@CR150]\], *d10* on MQTL-PH5 \[[@CR151]\], *sd1* on MQTL-PH7 \[[@CR1]\], *OsDSS1* on MQTL-PH11 \[[@CR152]\], *OsSIN* on MQTL-PH12 \[[@CR153]\], *d11* on MQTL-PH15 \[[@CR154]\] and *BRD2* on MQTL-PH26 \[[@CR155]\].

Moreover, there were CGs related to PH which were located in these MQTLs intervals that were highlighted in Additional file [2](#MOESM2){ref-type="media"}. In MQTL-PH6, *WLP2* \[[@CR156]\] and in MQTL-PH9, *OsYABBY4* gene \[[@CR157]\] regulate PH through GA pathway. There is an encouraging finding that *Os03g0350100* and *Os03g0350300* located at MQTL-PH12 are similar to brassinosteroid receptor kinase (Additional file [2](#MOESM2){ref-type="media"}) which causes dwarf-phenotype in rice \[[@CR1]\]. Additionally, the mutation in Trichome Birefringence-like proteins (TBL) located at MQTL-PH7, PH15 and PH28 reduces PH in rice \[[@CR158]\].

MQTLs and CGs for Yield {#Sec9}
-----------------------

YLD is the most prominent criteria in the rice breeding programs \[[@CR96]\]. We identified 19 MQTLs for YLD comprising five MQTLs on chromosome 1, four MQTLs on chromosome 3, two MQTLs on chromosomes 2, 4 and 8, one MQTL on chromosomes 6, 7, 9 and 11 (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}). The proved genes such as *GIF2* \[[@CR159]\], *OsLSK1* \[[@CR160]\], *d11* \[[@CR154]\], *APO1* \[[@CR161]\]/*DEP3* \[[@CR9]\] and *OsSPL13* \[[@CR135]\] controlling yield were located on MQTL-YLD3, YLD4, YLD13 YLD14 and YLD15 respectively, and most of them were co-located with selective sweep regions and functional variants on coding regions (Additional file [3](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"}) . The list of CGs is presented in Additional file [2](#MOESM2){ref-type="media"}. For instance, *Os01g0171000* gene at MQTL-YLD1 which encodes BRASSINOSTEROID INSENSITIVE 1-associated receptor kinase is a potential candidate for higher yield. In MQTL-YLD6, the *SWEET15* gene was reported to have substantially effects on YLD through regulating seed filling in rice \[[@CR162]\].

MQTLs and CGs for number of tillers {#Sec10}
-----------------------------------

TN is a foremost feature in plant architecture and grain production in cereals. Despite its agronomic importance, only a few tiller controlling genes have been identified so far \[[@CR163], [@CR164]\]. A total of 10 MQTLs associated with TN are detected in our analysis including two MQTLs on chromosomes 1 and 3 and one MQTL on chromosomes 2, 4, 6, 7, 8 and 9 (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}). The cloned genes such as *OsIAA6* \[[@CR165]\], *d10* \[[@CR1]\] and *PAY1* \[[@CR166]\] genes controlling TN trait were situated on MQTL-TN2, MQTL-TN2 and MQTL-TN9, respectively. The list of CGs is presented in Additional file [2](#MOESM2){ref-type="media"}. A homologous of *OsPIN5b* gene at MQTL-TN10 on chromosome 9 controls TN, PH, panicle size and other traits related to plant architecture \[[@CR167]\]. Moreover, the *GSK3/SHAGGY-like kinase*, *GA2ox* genes on MQTL-TN1 and GRAS TFs on MQTL-TN4 and MQTL-TN7 are also reported to regulate TN \[[@CR163]\].

Ortho-MQTL mining in barley and maize {#Sec11}
-------------------------------------

Due to the high synteny among barley, maize and rice and also the economically importance of the studied traits in all cereals, 58 of the most reliable MQTLs derived from at least three independent studies in rice were selected for investigation of ortho-MQTLs in barley and maize. Consequently, a total of 11 ortho-MQTLs were detected for rice and barley including four ortho-MQTLs for HD, three for GW and PH and one for YLD. Moreover, a total of 15 ortho-MQTLs were identified in rice and maize consisting of nine and six ortho-MQTLs for YLD and PH, respectively. Among them, three ortho-MQTLs (ortho-MQTL-PH6, ortho-MQTL-PH10 and ortho-MQTL-YLD11) were cross-species in all the three crops (Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}; Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Table 4Ortho-MQTLs in barley and maize based on the syntenic region with MQTLs in riceOrtho-MQTLRice MQTLRice chr. no. (genomic position in Mb)Barley/Maize original MQTL nameBarley chr. no. (genomic position in Mb)Maize chr. no. (genomic position in Mb)Barley/Maize MQTL referenceortho-MQTL-GW4MQTL-GW41 (35.25-37.00)MQTL3H.13 (608.93-624.91)-\[[@CR17]\]ortho-MQTL-GW10MQTl-GW103 (9.49-10.37)MQTL4H.34 (466.66-491.74)-\[[@CR17]\]ortho-MQTL-GW15MQTL-GW154 (24.11-24.47)MQTL2H.22 (605.54-612.53)-\[[@CR17]\]ortho-MQTL-HD6MQTL-HD63 (9.31-10.12)MQTL4H.34 (472.36-499.20)-\[[@CR17]\]ortho-MQTL-HD8MQTL-HD83 (31.38-31.73)MQTL5H.35 (602.26-606.03)-\[[@CR17]\]ortho-MQTL-HD13MQTL-HD136 (1.88-2.03)MQTL7H.27 (21.85-24.06)-\[[@CR17]\]ortho-MQTL-HD18MQTL-HD187 (29.01-29.21)MQTL2H.12 (38.13-41.95)-\[[@CR17]\]ortho-MQTL-PH17MQTL-PH175 (18.31-18.87)MQTL1H.21 (413.75-419.78)-\[[@CR17]\]ortho-MQTL-PH12MQTL-PH123 (12.90-13.93)MQTL8-1 (59.13-63.14)\[[@CR25]\]ortho-MQTL-PH19MQTL-PH196 (25.86-26.01)MQTL96-9 (98.83-100.13)\[[@CR25]\]ortho-MQTL-PH23MQTL-PH238 (7.91-8.61)MQTL46-4 (71.97-73.91)\[[@CR25]\]8 (6.03-8.64)MQTL10710 (62.30-69.48)ortho-MQTL-PH27MQTL-PH2710 (17.22-17.94)MQTL57-5 (28.98-31.56)\[[@CR25]\]ortho-MQTL-YLD2MQTL-YLD21 (12.64-14.67)MQTL44-8 (40.26-47.91)\[[@CR24]\]MQTL54\[[@CR26]\]ortho-MQTL-YLD3MQTL-YLD31 (25.79-26.03)MQTL3.8-3 (218.26-218.71)\[[@CR23]\]1 (24.76-25.96)MQTL888 (148.19-151.37)\[[@CR25]\]MQTL-58\[[@CR26]\]ortho-MQTL-YLD7MQTL-YLD72 (29.32-30.14)MQTL22-4 (163.97-166.84)\[[@CR24]\]MQTL48\[[@CR25]\]2 (29.31-29.55)MQTL5.85 (207.11-207.76)\[[@CR23]\]MQTL62\[[@CR25]\]MQTL-38\[[@CR26]\]ortho-MQTL-YLD10MQTL-YLD103 (22.53-23.09)MQTL-6-1 (253.16-253.76)\[[@CR26]\]MQTL81 (259.49-260.63)\[[@CR24]\]3 (22.41-23.07)MQTL295 (18.91-19.22)\[[@CR24]\]MQTL57\[[@CR25]\]ortho-MQTL-YLD14MQTL-YLD146 (28.96-29.53)MQTL5.5-5 (54.42-58.71)\[[@CR23]\]MQTL-33\[[@CR26]\]MQTL58\[[@CR25]\]6 (28.96-29.57)MQTL666 (89.31-91.27)\[[@CR25]\]ortho-MQTL-YLD15MQTL-YLD157 (19.04-19.68)MQTL27-2 (208.53-209.56)\[[@CR25]\]7 (19.30-19.65)MQTL417 (157.21-158.18)\[[@CR24]\]ortho-MQTL-YLD16MQTL-YLD168 (15.59-16.59)MQTL7-1 (224.11-225.11)\[[@CR24]\]ortho-MQTL-YLD19MQTL-YLD1911 (9.07-14.02)MQTL23-2 (122.07-132.24)\[[@CR25]\]ortho-MQTL-PH6MQTL-PH61 (36.62-37.00)MQTL3H.13 (608.93-612.89)-\[[@CR17]\]1 (36.79-37.00)MQTL40-3 (180.80-181.23)\[[@CR25]\]1 (36.63-36.72)MQTL918 (172.81-173.23)\[[@CR25]\]ortho-MQTL-PH10MQTL-PH102 (25.62-26.46)MQTL6H.46 (400.15-418.52)-\[[@CR17]\]2 (25.62-26.23)MQTL47-4 (150.05-154.32)\[[@CR25]\]ortho-MQTL-YLD11MQTL-YLD113 (28.81-29.55)MQTL4H.24 (20.17-27.21)-\[[@CR17]\]3 (29.26-29.54)MQTL10-1 (274.65-275.86)\[[@CR24]\]3 (28.84-29.51)MQTL565 (9.97-11.13)\[[@CR25]\]*YLD* Yield, *GW* Grain Weight, *PH* Plant Height, *HD* Heading Date, *TN* Tiller Number, *Chr* chromosome Fig. 4Syntenic region of MQTLs among rice, barley and maize. **a** Ortho-MQTL-PH6 indicates syntenic regions among identified PH MQTLs in rice (MQTL-PH6), barley (MQTL3H.1) and maize (MQTL40 and MQTL91), (**b**) Ortho-MQTL-PH10 indicates syntenic regions among identified PH MQTLs in rice (MQTL-PH10), barley (MQTL6H.4) and maize (MQTL47), (**c**) Ortho-MQTL-YLD11 indicates syntenic regions among identified YLD MQTLs in rice (MQTL-YLD11), barley (MQTL4H.2) and maize (MQTL10 and MQTL56). The chromosome number, genomic position and common genes among rice, barley and maize are indicated. More details are presented in Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"} and Table S3.

As a result, rice MQTL-HD8 and MQTL-HD18 on chromosomes 3 and 7 were in co-linear region with similar MQTLs on chromosome 5H (MQTL5H.3) and 2H (MQTL2H.1) in barley, respectively (Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}). The rice MQTL-PH17 was in co-linear region with a MQTL for PH on chromosome 1H (MQTL1H.2) in barley (Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}). Similarly, an ortho-MQTL for MQTL-YLD15 on rice chromosome 7 was detected on chromosome 2 and 7 in maize harboring MQTLs for yield (Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}).

Moreover, three rice MQTLs (MQTL-PH6, MQTL-PH10 and MQTL-YLD11) on chromosomes 1, 2 and 3, respectively, were located in a syntenic region with detected MQTLs on barley chromosomes 3H, 6H and 4H, respectively, as well as maize MQTLs for YLD (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}a, b and c; Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}). Ortho-MQTL mining could validate our analysis and it can facilitate detecting underlying regulatory genes with evolutionary history and conservative function. All the genes located at the ortho-MQTLs regions along with their annotations were reported in Additional file [4](#MOESM4){ref-type="media"}. Remarkably, the orthologous of well-known proved genes including *Hd6*, *OsbZIP62* and *OsSPL13* in rice were detected in barley and maize ortho-MQTLs.

Discussion {#Sec12}
==========

Distribution pattern of QTLs and MQTLs and identification of CGs {#Sec13}
----------------------------------------------------------------

The investigated QTLs were not evenly distributed on all chromosomes of rice. Chromosomes 1, 3 and 7 harbor the largest number of QTLs that are in agreement with previous reports \[[@CR2], [@CR168]\]. Chromosomes 3, 1 and 5 harbored the largest number of QTLs associated with GW in parallel with preliminary results in rice \[[@CR2]\]. Additionally, HD had the highest initial QTLs on chromosomes 3, 7 and 6 as shown by prior results \[[@CR7]\].

The MQTL analysis detects the most stable QTLs regardless of the genetic background, the phenotyping variations in different places and years, and the markers density that are the main restrictions of QTL mapping \[[@CR8], [@CR10]--[@CR12], [@CR17]\]. Association mapping is another approach with higher accuracy in compare to QTL mapping for identification of genomic regions underlying quantitative traits \[[@CR10]\]. But, this approach faces remarkable false-positive results due to the structure of population used in the analysis \[[@CR10]\]. Therefore, MQTL analysis is considered as the most reliable approach to identify stable loci controlling quantitative traits. Here, MQTL analysis confined a total of 960 QTLs into 114 MQTLs on twelve chromosomes of rice for all studied traits. Chromosomes 1 and 12 with 21 and 2 MQTLs had the highest and the least number of MQTLs, respectively. Similarly, Swamy and Sarla (2011) reported the highest number of MQTLs for YLD on chromosomes 1, 2 and 3 \[[@CR28]\]. Beside the common MQTLs reported in other studies \[[@CR10], [@CR28], [@CR29]\] for YLD, PH, TN and GW (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}), we identified 31 new MQTLs for GW, 21 new MQTLs for PH, 9 new MQTLs for TN and 7 new MQTLs for YLD and this is the first MQTL study conducted on HD (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}).

It is hypothesized QTL density is chiefly related to gene density and polymorphism rate \[[@CR15]\]. Our results demonstrated that the most of MQTLs and QTLs were located at the subtelomeric regions where gene density is relatively high. Previous investigations in barley and maize reported similar results in which QTLs and MQTLs were densely located at the subtelomeric regions \[[@CR15], [@CR17], [@CR169]\].

The higher sequence polymorphism rate and functional variants at coding regions resulted in higher differentiation in allele frequencies in rice \[[@CR131]\]. We detected 12 MQTLs which were precisely located at these regions. In addition, 23 MQTLs were cope with the selective sweep regions that occurred during the domestication processes and profoundly affected the selection and spread of critical traits \[[@CR131]\]. These results provide beneficial information for breeders to proficiently apply diverse genetic resources for improving rice and other cereal crops. We detected fundamental genes for GW, HD PH, and YLD (Additional file [3](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"}) controlling aforementioned traits in these overlapping MQTLs.

Moreover, MQTL analysis considerably reduces the CI in compared to the initial QTLs. It consequently diminishes the number of genes anchoring at the QTL interval that are in agreement with previous reports \[[@CR16], [@CR23], [@CR27], [@CR130], [@CR168]\]. Therefore, MQTL analysis enhances the precision of CGs prediction and the detection of markers for marker assistant selection in breeding \[[@CR17]\]. In our analysis, the average CI was reduced up to 3.5 folds in compare to the mean CI of the original QTLs, therefore, the number of genes located at the QTLs interval was extensively reduced. Fundamental genes such as *Hd1*, *Hd5*, *Hd6*, *Hd17*, *DTH3, HDR1, OsMADS3, OsMDAS6, OsMADS18* and *OsMADS22* for HD, and *d2*, *Gn1a*, *d11*, *GS2*, *RSR1*, *GS5*, *OsSPL13* and *SRS5* for GW were still located at the narrowed MQTLs interval. Furthermore, among the limited number of genes annotated at each MQTL interval we detected potential CGs for PH, YLD and TN attributes that are listed in Additional file [2](#MOESM2){ref-type="media"}.

Ortho-MQTL mining {#Sec14}
-----------------

Despite the high interest in identification of genes involved in YLD and yield-related traits in barley and maize as two economically important crops, the responsible genes have largely remained unknown due to their complex genomes. Given a close evolutionary relation among grass genomes \[[@CR170]\], synteny analysis of barley and maize with rice as a model crop in grasses enabled us to broaden our genetic information among these species \[[@CR30]\]. Identification of ortho-MQTLs among these close species expands their utility and it also validates their stability and the confidence of related CGs. Here we selected the most prospective rice MQTLs containing at least three QTLs from different studies to explore their conserved syntenic regions reported in similar MQTLs studies on the same traits in barley and maize to identify ortho-MQTLs (Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}).

For rice MQTL-HD8 there is a MQTL in the syntenic region on barley \[[@CR17]\] controlling ortho-MQTL-HD8 containing a rice *Hd6* orthologous gene (*HORVU5Hr1G097230*) known to have a high impact on HD \[[@CR7]\]. *Moreover, in the syntenic region of rice MQTL-HD18 in barley there is a MQTL on chromosome 7 (ortho-MQTL-HD18) encompassing OsbZIP62* orthologous gene (*HORVU2Hr1G017020*) that regulates flowering in rice \[[@CR143]\]. All other ortho-MQTLs identified between rice and barley are described in table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"} and the orthologous genes are presented in Additional file [4](#MOESM4){ref-type="media"} among which of the most important CGs were explained during the corresponding rice MQTL discussion.

In maize, we detected 15 ortho-MQTLs for PH and YLD (Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}; Additional file [4](#MOESM4){ref-type="media"}). Five ortho-MQTLs including ortho-MQTL-YLD2, ortho-MQTL-YLD3, ortho-MQTL-YLD7, ortho-MQTL-YLD10 and ortho-MQTL-YLD14 contained at least two MQTLs in maize reported in different studies (Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}). In the syntenic region of rice MQTL-PH112 on chromosome 1 of maize (ortho-MQTL-PH12) there was an orthologous of rice *VLN2* (*Zm00001d029215*) shown to control PH in rice \[[@CR171]\]. More intriguingly, in the syntenic region of rice MQTL-YLD15 in maize (ortho-MQTL-YLD15) the *OsSPL13* orthologous gene (*Zm00001d006451*) is located that shown to increase grain length and YLD in rice \[[@CR135]\]. In addition, we identified three ortho-MQTLs for PH and YLD in both barley and maize (ortho-MQTL-PH6, ortho-MQTL-PH10, ortho-MQTL-YLD11), and their orthologous gene content are listed in Additional file [4](#MOESM4){ref-type="media"}. Further investigations are decisively recommended to explore the genetics mechanisms controlling these traits at these genomic intervals.

Comparison of MQTLs with GWAS studies {#Sec15}
-------------------------------------

Detected rice MQTLs were compared with GWAS studies in rice and barley led to identification of common significant loci that provides more confident MQTLs. Consequently, in rice 7 and 11 significant GWAS signals for GW and HD, respectively, were co-located with our MQTLs (Additional file [5](#MOESM5){ref-type="media"}). They were distributed on all chromosomes of rice except chromosomes 9, 11 and 12. These results indicate the compatibility and coherence of the two methods in identification of significant genomic regions corresponding to the studied traits. Four rice MQTLs including MQTL-GW4, MQTL-GW20, MQTL-GW24 and MQTL-HD4 on chromosome 1, 5, 7 and 2, respectively, were in co-linear with the syntenic regions containing significant GWAS signals for the same traits in barley \[[@CR172], [@CR173]\]. Five genes with a significant signal in barley GWAS had orthologous genes in the detected rice MQTLs intervals (Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"}), including *Vrs3* gene on chromosome 1H \[[@CR172]\] that its orthologous in rice located at MQTL-GW20 on chromosome 5, a serine carboxypeptidase gene on barley 2H \[[@CR173]\] and its orthologous in rice MQTL-GW24 on chromosome 7 that regulates GW \[[@CR132]\]. However, this approach has limitations related to compatibility of the genome intervals between MQTLs and significant peaks in GWAS. Table 5Barley GWAS SNP-based association with rice MQTLsTraitRice MQTLsRice chr. no. (rice gene ID)^a^Barley chr. no. (The rice orthologous gene ID)SNP BOPA marker name corresponding to the barley gene (genomic position in bp)Barley gene annotationBarley GWAS referenceGWMQTL-GW41(*Os01g0837300*)2H(*HORVU2Hr1G019180*)11_0578 (49988534)UDP-glucuronic acid decarboxylase 1\[[@CR172]\]GWMQTL-GW41(*Os01g0840200*)3H(*HORVU3Hr1G086480*)11_1113 (617339425)HSP20-like chaperones superfamily protein\[[@CR172]\]GWMQTL-GW205(*Os05g0419800*)1H(*HORVU1Hr1G064020*)11_0004 (458109745)GDSL esterase/lipase\[[@CR172]\]GWMQTL-GW247(*Os07g0479300*)2H(*HORVU2Hr1G109380*)11_0489 (716480871)Carboxypeptidase Y\[[@CR173]\]HDMQTL-HD42(*Os02g0779200*)6H(*HORVU6Hr1G081850*)11_0701 (546608851)Subtilisin-like protease\[[@CR172]\]^a^The rice gene ID located at the corresponding MQTL interval with a barley orthologous gene containing a SNP with significant signal in GWAS analysis.

Conclusions {#Sec16}
===========

In conclusion, we succeeded to define a genome wide landscape on the most stable loci that associate with genetic markers and CGs related to yield and yield-related traits in rice. Our findings show that MQTLs of evaluated important agronomic criteria appear at least partly to be transferable to other cereals and genome wide association studies that helps breeding programs in cereals.

Methods {#Sec17}
=======

Initial QTL studies used for MQTL analysis {#Sec18}
------------------------------------------

A total of 1052 QTLs for YLD, HD, PH, GW and TN traits derived from 122 QTL populations resulted from cross between different combinations of 124 varieties under unstressed condition in rice were retrieved from 101 published studies since 1996 up to now. YLD was reported as grain yield per plant in 32 studies and as grain yield per hectare in 9 studies. Both 100 grain weight and 1000 grain weight were addressed as GW including 46 and 7 studies that reported 1000 and 100 grain weight, respectively. The size of the mapping populations varied from 77 to 1024 lines of various types including 13 DH, 27 F~2~, 33 BCs and 40 RIL populations evaluated on diverse locations and years (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). The information on the QTLs consisting of traits, parents of the population, population type, map density and number of markers are summarized in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}.

QTLs projection on reference map {#Sec19}
--------------------------------

The most comprehensive available genetic map integrated from six identified well-known genetic maps in rice, with the highest number and various types of markers \[[@CR168]\], was selected as the reference map in the present study. This map is highly saturated with 6969 markers of 0.25 cM average distance that results in a total length of 1771.8 cM on 12 chromosomes with an average chromosome length of 147.65 cM.

The position, chromosome groups, the proportion of phenotype variance (R^2^), and the log of odds ratio (LOD score) were collected for each of the QTLs in the 122 used populations. In order to calculate 95% of CI for QTLs, we used the formula, CI=530/(N\*R^2^) for BC and F~2~ lines, CI=287/(N\*R^2^) for DH lines and CI=163/(N\*R^2^) for RILs lines \[[@CR174]\], where N is the population size and R^2^ is the proportion of phenotypic variance of the QTL. For QTLs without precisely defined LOD scores \[[@CR39], [@CR48], [@CR77]\] and R^2^ \[[@CR63], [@CR69], [@CR91]\], those criteria were arbitrarily quantified as 3 and 10%, respectively. All of the collected QTLs with proper information were projected onto the reference map by BioMercator V4.2 \[[@CR12], [@CR14]\]. In order to be able to incorporate QTLs derived from the studies based on SNP markers in our MQTL analysis, the position of the flanking markers were ascertained on the rice genome and closest markers on the reference map were used in our analysis. Consequently, 960 out of 1052 initial QTLs were successfully projected on the reference map.

MQTL analysis {#Sec20}
-------------

The meta-analysis was carried out for the integrated QTLs from different studies and relocated on consensus position of each MQTL using BioMercator V4.2 \[[@CR12], [@CR14]\]. The algorithms and statistical procedures implemented in this software are well-described in the literature \[[@CR12], [@CR14], [@CR175]\]. The best model of estimated MQTLs was selected based on the prevalent value among AIC (Akaike information content), AICc (AIC correction), AIC3 (AIC 3 candidate models), BIC (Bayesian information criterion) and AWE (average weight of evidence) criteria and it was considered as the best fit. Consequently, the consensus QTL from the optimal model was reported as a MQTL. Mapchart V.2.32 software \[[@CR176]\] was applied to demonstrate the MQTLs and related QTLs on the reference map. The position of MQTLs on the rice genome was shown as a heatmap using *pheatmap* and RIdeogram R package \[[@CR177], [@CR178]\]. To investigate the distribution of MQTLs towards centromeric and telomeric regions in the genomic point of view, the centromere position was retrieved from Cheng et al. (2002) and Kawahara et al. (2013) studies \[[@CR179], [@CR180]\] and shown on each chromosome. Moreover, to expand our genomic approaches, the distribution of MQTLs were compared to the selective sweep regions (domestication loci) and functional variants in coding regions with strong alteration in allele frequency between cultivated and wild rice \[[@CR131]\]. Additionally, the distributions of gene density, QTLs and MQTLs were drawn on chromosomes using SOFIA R package \[[@CR181]\]. Finally, all the detected rice MQTLs were compared with the position of significant loci related to the traits resulted from Genome Wide Association Studies (GWAS) using the Rice SNP-seek database \[[@CR182]\].

Identification of candidate genes {#Sec21}
---------------------------------

To determine CGs related to YLD, TN, GW, PH and HD traits located at the corresponding region of each detected MQTL, the rice genome (IRGSP-1.0) was investigated in EnsemblPlants (<https://plants.ensembl.org/index.html>) using the position of flanking markers obtained from the Gramene (<http://archive.gramene.org/qtl/>) database. For those flanking markers without genomic position, the closest markers from consensus genetic reference map were exploited to project the MQTL on the genome. Consequently, all the genes underlying the genomic region of each MQTL were functionally annotated by EnsemblPlants and FunRiceGenes (<https://funricegenes.github.io/>) \[[@CR183]\], and CGs were introduced based on their description and putative function in rice and closely related species.

Ortho-MQTL mining in barley and maize {#Sec22}
-------------------------------------

Based on the high synteny among rice, barley and maize, the most promising rice MQTLs containing initial QTLs from at least three independent studies were explored for identification of ortho-MQTLs of the same traits in barley \[[@CR17]\], and maize \[[@CR23]--[@CR26]\] MQTLs. The syntenic regions were identified based on investigation of a set of orthologous genes at each MQTL position using EnsemblPlants database.

Moreover, the most promising rice MQTLs were compared with the significant loci resulted from GWAS studies in barley. In barley, significant SNP signals of the orthologous genes located at the rice MQTL regions were surveyed in the following GWAS studies: Pasam et al. 2012; Tondelli et al. 2013; Locatelli et al. 2013; Pauli et al. 2014; Mora et al. 2016; Bellucci et al. 2017 \[[@CR172], [@CR173], [@CR184]--[@CR187]\]. The genomic position of barley genes were retrieved from BARLEX \[[@CR188]\] and T3/Barley (<https://triticeaetoolbox.org/barley/>) databases.

Supplementary information
=========================

 {#Sec23}

**Additional file 1.** The chromosomal location of MQTLs and initial QTLs for YLD, HD, PH, GW and TN on 12 chromosomes of rice. MQTLs are shown on each chromosome and the lines on the right side of chromosomes indicate the CI of initial QTLs with 95% confidence intervals. Each color represents a specific trait; GW, HD, PH, YLD and TN are presented in red, dark green, blue, light green and purple, respectively. The markers are shown on the right side of chromosomes. The genetic distance (cM) is indicated on the left side of each chromosome. **Additional file 2.** The list of CGs and all annotated genes anchoring at each MQTL interval. In the list of CGs, the highlighted genes in green indicate the proved cloned genes. **Additional file 3.** The list of MQTLs located at selective sweep regions and functional variants on coding regions with well-known genes. **Additional file 4.** The orthologous genes located at the syntenic regions of each ortho-MQTLs. **Additional file 5.** The genomic position of MQTLs co-located at GWAS significant results related to GW and HD (Rice SNP-Seek Database) on all chromosomes of rice.
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